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Abstract
Introduction: To know the perceptions and attitudes about the labeling of products made with genetically
modified organisms (GMO), of students from five universities in central Mexico, in the following areas of
knowledge: natural sciences, health sciences, chemical sciences, economic and administrative sciences and
biological and agricultural sciences. Methodological design and approach: In the study, 2923 students
answered a questionnaire with Likert scale of five questions. It is important to mention that the original
questionnaire has 64 variables and 11 factors to measure the perceptions, attitudes, benefits and risks on the
production and consumption of GMO. Results: Of the total sample 16.60% always read the labels, 85.70% agree
that the label should show the characteristics of the product. 82.90% said that when making promotions should
be reported on the label the characteristics of the product and finally 82.90% answered that the Mexican
government should legislate a legal framework to regulate the mandatory labeling of products made with GMOs.
Discussion or Conclusion. The sample only cover 5 Mexican universities. The relevant contribution of this
research provides an empirical knowledge about the perceptions and attitudes regarding the labeling of products
with GMOs content from a sample of the population of five public universities in central Mexico. This study is
an important contribution for Mexican society, because there is no legal framework to regulate the labeling of
products with GMO content and that it is essential to strengthen the training of university students with scientific
information in this field. The labeling of products made with GMOs is generating relevant controversies
worldwide, so it is important to know and spread the perceptions and attitudes of the sample considered in this
study.
Keywords: Labeling, products with GMO, university students, perception
1. Introduction
The labeling of products for human consumption is widely used throughout the world, which covers a wide
range of attributes with relevant information for producers, government institutions, wholesalers, retailers and
the final consumer.
The labeling of the products in the world can be of two types: the voluntary and the mandatory. It is relevant to
point out that in the last two decades the controversy has increased over the labeling of products for human
consumption made with plants and animals that have been genetically modified (GM), in relation to the labeling
of conventional and organic products ( Meemken & Matin, 2018).
In the European Economic Community (EU) since 2003, the first policies were formulated on the labeling of
products with GMO content (de Beer & Wynberg, 2018). A legal framework has been legislated, with which
standards have been established to regulate the labeling of products with GMO content for human consumption,
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to such a degree that no product should contain a contamination threshold higher than 0.9% (Venus, et al., 2016).
However, in the United States of America there has not been the same interest, to such a degree that in some of
the states that make up this country, has not legislated in this matter. But, the case of the state of Connecticut is
an example being the first to legislate in this regard ( Bovay & Alstonb, 2018). In response to the US social
pressure and in order to avoid inconsistencies in this area, President Barack Obama signed an initiative of law
with the number S. 764 (Castellari, et al., 2018) which was approved by Congress with the number PL 114-216
and assigned to the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA). This Department will formulate the
corresponding regulation on the labeling of products made with plants and animals that have been modified with
GMOs (Bovay & Alstonb, 2018). However, the regulation formulated by the USDA and made known to the
American society (Bovay & Alstonb, 2018) has polarized this population (Center for Food Safety, 2018). It is
important to mention that there are currently 64 countries, including members of the European Economic
Community, Russia, Brazil, Australia, Turkey, South Africa and China, that had established standards to label
products with GMO content (Center for Food Safety, 2018). To date, the Mexican government, has not legislated
the corresponding legal framework for products with GMO to be labeled on a mandatory basis, it is important to
give Mexicans the power to decide which kind of products they want to buy. In 2017, the Ministry of Health in
Mexico asked the National Institute of Public Health (INSP) to set up a group of academic experts in labeling,
independent and free of conflicts of interest. Their job was to issuing a position to contribute to the development
of a labeling system for industrialized products that provides useful information to facilitate the purchase
decision (Committee of National Academic Experts of Front Food Labeling, 2018). However, in the article
published by the working group there is no evidence that the topic of the labeling of foods made with plants and
animals with GMO has been addressed.
It is relevant to point out that in 2015 a research was carried out in Mexico, at a national level, to know the
perceptions and attitudes towards GMOs financed by the National Council of Science and Technology
(CONACYT), with a sample of 14720 participants from the Mexican urban population, with people in a range of
age between 18 to 65 years, in this study all 64 items of the questionnaire were dichotomous (Montesinos-López,
et al., 2016). From the results of this survey these authors published a paper about the attitudes toward labeling
of genetically modified products (Montesinos-López, et al., 2017), were they reported that 63.25% of the
participants has the habit of reading the labels of the products that they consume. Also, they reported that 93.69%
participants said that when companies advertise these types of products, they must show on the label the
characteristics of the content, 93.59% want that products made with GMO show the characteristics of the content
on the label and finally 93.23% agree that the Mexican government must legislate the corresponding legal
framework, to force companies to label products with GMO content (Montesinos-López, et al., 2017).
For this reason, in this paper the main goal is to study the perceptions and attitudes of university students of five
Mexican public institutions on the labeling of products made with genetically modified organisms.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1 Instrument and Sample of Participants
The instrument used for this research was of four questions with Likert scale (nothing, rarely, sometimes,
frequently and always), with the following items:
1. Do you have the habit of reading the labels of the products your family consumes in the diet, before buying
them?
2.

Do you consider that transgenic products must show, on their label, the corresponding information?

3. Do you consider that in the promotion of transgenic products it is important to inform the consumer about
its content?
4. Do you consider that the Mexican government should generate laws to regulate the labeling of transgenic
products?
In addition to this four items we also asked to the students the following aspects: area of knowledge of their
professional career, semester, age, gender, among other sociodemographic variables. The questionnaire used
have four variables and it was applied to a non-probabilistic sample of 2923 students of five public universities
of central Mexico.
The four variables (items) that were measured in relation to the labeling for this article, are part of the original
questionnaire with 64 variables and 11 factors latent, which was designed to measure perceptions, attitudes,
benefits and risks on the production and consumption of GMOs of university students of 5 Mexican public
universities of central México.
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2.2 Descrription of Participants
For the trreatment of the data, we onlly did a descriiptive analysiss of the inform
mation collecteed. The studen
nts belong
to five puublic universiities in centraal Mexico, acccording to the following data:
d
Autonom
mous Universiity of San
Luis Pottosí (UASLP
P) 451 studeents (15.40%)), University
y of Colima (UDEC) 5223 students (17.90%),
Autonom
mous Universitty of Aguascaalientes (UAA
A) 546 studentts (18.70%), Autonomous
A
U
University of Querétaro
(UAQ) 5887 students (220.10%), and finally
f
at the U
University Miichoacana of San
S Nicolas de Hidalgo (UM
MSH) 816
students ((27.90%). Figgure 1 shows the distributionn.

Figure 1. Distribution of
o the non-pro
obabilistic sam
mple collected
d in the five un
niversities of ccentral Mexico. Source:
prepaared by the au
uthors
It is relevvant to point out that the sample of sttudents survey
yed from the reference unniversities aree from the
followingg areas of knoowledge: natu
ural sciences ((Natural) 3 stu
udents (0.10%
%), chemical ssciences (Cheemical) 62
students (2.12%), econnomic and ad
dministrative ssciences (Eco
onomic and ad
dministrative Sciences) 558 students
(19.08), bbiological andd agricultural sciences
s
(Biollogical and ag
gronomy) 911students (31.116%), and finaally health
sciences ((Health) 13899 students (47..51%). Figuree 2 shows the distribution.
d

Fiigure 2. Studeents surveyed by
b area of knoowledge of the five public universities
u
off central Mexiico
Source: preppared by the authhors.

he research are described bbelow: from 18 years of
The perceentages of thee students by age who partticipated in th
age were surveyed 24 students (1%)), with 19 yeaars 512 studen
nts (18%), witth 20 years 6772 students (2
23%), with
21 years 7781 students (27%),
(
with 22 years old orr more 934 stu
udents (32%) as
a shown in fiigure 3.
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Figgure 3. Studen
nts by age and percentage who
w participateed in this reseaarch
Source: preppared by the authhors.

mester studen
nts were studyying, the resu
ults are show
wn below: in the first sem
mester the
In relatioon to the sem
questionnnaire was appllied to 34 stud
dents (1.16%) , in the second
d semester to 40 students (11.37%), in 3rd
d semester
to 181 stuudents (6.19%
%). In 4th sem
mester to 31 stuudents (1.06%
%), in 5th semeester to 499 stuudents (17.07
7%), in 6th
semester to 298 studennts (10.20%),, in 7th semesster to 634 stu
udents (21.69
9%), in 8th seemester to 577 students
(19.74%)), in 9th semester to 526 stu
udents (18.000%), in 10th semester to 10
03 students (3..52 %). Figurre 4 shows
the distribbution.

Figure 4. Students
S
(and ppercentage) off the sample per
p semester
Source: preppared by the authhors.

The distrribution of stuudents by gend
der was as folllows: women
n (female) 175
50 students (559.9%) and men
m (male)
1173 studdents (40.1), as
a shown in Fiigure 5.

mple by genderr of the studen
nts from the fiive universitiees of central Mexico
M
Figurre 5. Distributiion of the sam
Source: preppared by the authhors.
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3. Resultts
In relatioon to the non--probabilistic sample of thee 2923 studen
nts of the fivee universities of central Mexico
M
that
integratedd this study, the results of each of thee four questio
ons, formulated for the puurpose of research, are
presentedd below, in relation to the laabeling of the products mad
de with GMOss.
Consideriing the first question,
q
abou
ut whether thee student has the habit of reading
r
the laabels before buying
b
the
products their family consumes,
c
it was
w found thaat 6.40% of them
t
never reead the labels,, 22.20% said
d that they
rarely reaad them, 29.880% occasion
nally read the labels, whilee 25.00% freq
quently read the informatiion on the
labels, annd finally 16.660% said they
y always readd the labels. Figure 6 shows the distributtion. The resu
ults of this
research are consistentt with the stud
dy carried outt in several faaculties of the University oof Kuwait (Needaa & Al,
2018), coonsidering a saample of 1000
0 students, off which 700 were
w
men and 300 women. They were assked about
the habitt of reading labels
l
before buying the pproducts they
y consume in
n the daily diiet, and menttioned the
followingg: the (20.80%
%) of the samp
ple never readd the labels, the
t (46.20%) sometimes, (223.40%) frequ
uently and
(9.60%) always read the labels. As can be seenn even when the sample of
o both invesstigations is made
m
with
universityy students of
o faculties or schools oof medicine,, nutrition, engineering,
e
veterinary, agronomy,
a
administrration and artss the final resu
ult is that the amount or peercentage of sttudents who rread the labelss is low in
both studdies.

Figure 6. Do you havve the habit off reading the llabels of the products your family
f
consum
mes in the diett, before
buying them??
Source: preppared by the authhors.

% answered thhat the products should
Regardinng the second question askeed, the resultss were the following: 0.50%
mation in the label.
l
1.60% rreplied that th
hey should seldom display the informatiion on the
never shoow the inform
label; on the other hannd, 3.70% rep
plied that theey should occcasionally sho
ow the characcteristics of th
he product
content oon the label, while
w
8.50% saaid that the chharacteristics of
o the content of the producct must often be shown.
The mostt important thing is that 85.70% of the tootal sample wants
w
that prod
ducts made wiith GMOs alw
ways show
on the labbel the charactteristics of thee content, as sshown in figurre 7.
The resullts of this reseearch are consistent with thee study condu
ucted in India with universitty students, co
onsidering
a sample of 298 studennts, were they found that 588% agree that food with GM
MO content shhould show in
nformation
about thee content of thhe product on
n the label to inform the fin
nal consumerr (Kajale & B
Becker, 2013). Also, the
research conducted in Russia with a sample of 300 universitty students, fo
ound that 83.333% said that products
made witth GMO shoulld show the ch
haracteristics oof the productt in the labelin
ng (Delmond, et al., 2018).
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Figure 77: Do you consider that tran
nsgenic produccts should sho
ow, on their label, the corressponding info
ormation?
Source: preppared by the authhors.

n the promotio
on of transgennic products itt is vital to
Regardinng the third quuestion, the resspondents connsidered that in
a
the characteristics of tthe content. We
W found that 0.70% answeered that it sho
ould never
inform thhe consumer about
be reportted on the labbel on the con
ntent of the pproduct, whilee 2.40% said that the conssumer should
d rarely be
informedd about its conntent. On the other
o
hand, 4. 70% said thatt occasionally
y they should bbe informed, as well as
9.30% saaid that they shhould frequen
ntly be inform
med and finally
y 82.90% reveealed that theyy should alwaays inform
when proomotion or advvertising of th
his type of pro ducts to the fiinal consumerr about the conntent of the prroduct you
consume in your daily diet. As you can
c see in Figuure 8.

ducts it is imp
portant to infor
orm the consum
mer about
Figure 8. Do you thinkk that in the prromotion of trransgenic prod
its content?
Source: preppared by the authhors.

when the respoondents were asked if theyy considered th
hat the Mexican governmennt should generate laws
Finally, w
to regulaate the labelinng of transgeenic products,, the sample expressed th
he following: 0.90% stated
d that the
Mexican government should neverr regulate thee labeling of the products with GMO, 2.00% expressed that
legislation should rareely be legislatted in this m
matter, 4.70% thought that it should occcasionally be regulated,
while 9.660% said thatt should often
n be legislateed in this maatter, and finaally 82.90% aagree that thee Mexican
governmeent must legisslate a legal frramework to rregulate the laabeling of pro
oducts made w
with GMO, ass shown in
figure 9.
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Figure 9. Do you consider that thee Mexican govvernment shou
uld generate laws and to reggulate the labeling of
trannsgenic produ
ucts?
Source: preppared by the authhors.

4. Discusssion
In Mexico, the federal government has
h not createed the legal framework to regulate the lab
abeling of prod
ducts with
GMO. O
On February 11, 2016 an in
nitiative of laaw called "Laaw for the Lab
beling of Fooods of the Orrganic and
Transgennic Category” was presentted in the Chhamber of Deputies (Ram
mírez Nachi, eet al., 2016),, and was
discardedd on October 11,
1 2018. Thiss initiative staates that 98% of Mexicans believe
b
that coompanies thatt produces
food withh GMO shouldd inform theirr consumers oon the labels about
a
the content of the prooduct (Ramírez Nachi et
al., 2016)).
The initiaative becomess important siince accordinng to the reseaarch conducteed by Elena Á
Álvarez-Buylla, 82% of
corn prodducts from suupermarkets an
nd 90.4% of tortillas that Mexicans
M
con
nsume daily inn the metropo
olitan area
Mexico C
City, contains an undetermiined degree geenetically mo
odified corn (G
González-Orteega et al., 201
17). This
results arre relevant sinnce the food off Mexicans is supported by
y corn. Transg
genic corn beggan to be impo
orted from
the Uniteed States of Am
merica from 1996
1
and duriing the last deecade Mexico has imported more than 10
0.6 million
tons per yyear, mostly yellow
y
corn, although
a
it haas also been im
mported in th
he same periodd between 300 and 500
m the United
thousand tons of whitte corn. It is significant too note that 90
0% of corn purchased
p
from
d States is
transgenic. Transgenicc corn is used in the producction of moree than 4 thoussand productss for human and
a animal
consumpttion (Bolívar Zapata
Z
et al., 2017).
The mainn objective off this article iss not to discusss whether GM
MO foods aree harmless or pose a risk to
o humans,
but the im
mportance of labeling prod
ducts with GM
MO content, so
o that the finaal consumer hhas the powerr to decide
what kindd of productss to buy or no
ot, for their ddaily food. Cu
urrently more than 61 counntries (Centerr for Food
Safety, 20018) have leggislated the leg
gal frameworrk to compulsorily labeling this type of m
merchandise, therefore,
Mexico m
must legislatee the correspo
onding laws bbefore the socciety presses hard,
h
as has hhappened in the
t United
States of America and the European Economic Coommunity.
o the total
This studdy was conduccted with a saample of 29233 university sttudents, and it was found tthat 58.40% of
sample doo not read thee labels of the products theyy consume, 85
5.70% requiree the labeling oof the charactteristics of
the conteent. In anotherr important asspect 82.90% of students demand
d
the ad
dvertising of tthe products made
m
with
GMOs. F
Finally, 82.90%
% demand thaat the Mexicaan Congress ap
pprove the neecessary laws to force the companies
c
to label the products with GMO. Comparing the results of
o the sample of universiity students from five
universitiies in central Mexico with
h those of the study conducted in 2016, about the peerceptions and
d attitudes
towards ttransgenic prooducts in Mex
xico (Montesiinos-López ett al., 2016). In order to disscuss the resu
ults of the
study carrried out withh the sample of
o the studentts of the five universities of
o central Mexxico, in which a Likert
scale queestionnaire waas used and to compare the results of thee research carrried out with tthe urban pop
pulation of
Mexico (M
Montesinos-L
López et al., 20
016) in whichh a dichotomous questionnaaire was used, it was necesssary to add
the resultts of the last three optionss of responsee of the Likerrt scale (occaasionally, freqquently and allways), of
question “Do you havee the habit off reading the llabels of the products
p
your family consuumes in the diet, before
buying thhem?” and in this way we got
g that at leasst occasionally 71.6 % of students
s
read tthe labels, in relation
r
to
63.25% oof the Mexicaan urban popu
ulation (Monteesinos-López et al., 2016), the above is surprising, sin
nce it was
expected that the perccentage of un
niversity studdents that read
d the labels of
o products sshould be mo
ore higher,
considering the academ
mic level of the
t future proofessionals thaat would be responsible
r
foor human heaalth and to
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produce plants and animals in Mexico. Both in the sample of university students (94.20%) and the urban sample
of the study of Montesinos-López, et al., (2016) (93.59%), they propose that the label shows the characteristics
of the product with GMO content. While, in the sample of university students (92.20%) in relation to the urban
sample (93.69%) they propose that when promoting in any medium, a product with GMO content, the
characteristics of the products should be made known to the individuals and finally, in the university students
sample (92.50%), while in the urban sample (92.23%) agree that the Mexican government must legislate the
corresponding legal framework to force the labeling of products with GMO content (Montesinos-López, et al.,
2017). The above findings are consistent with studies conducted with students in Russia (Delmond et al., 2018),
Kuwait (Nedaa & Al, 2018) and in India ( Kajale & Becker, 2013).
5. Conclusions
Regarding the habit of reading the labels before buying the products that the family consumes daily, the
following is concluded: 6.40% of the students surveyed mentioned that they never read the information that is
shown on the labels, 22.20% said that they rarely read the information on them, 29.80% occasionally read the
information on the labels, 25.00% mentioned that they often read the information on the labels, and finally 16.60%
said that they always read labels of the products their family consume in the daily diet. The students surveyed are
from the following careers: medicine, nursing, nutrition, agronomy, veterinary, chemistry and business, and these
results means that these students need to be informed and trained in this topic since in the near future they will be
responsible for human health and the production of food with plants and animals for human consumption.
Also, we found that 85.70% of the sample that integrated the investigation answered that they want that the
products produced with GMO, always show the characteristics of the content on the label. Regarding the
promotion of transgenic products, the object of study considered that it is transcendental to inform the final
consumer about its content of the products consumed by his family, since 82.90% revealed that the final
consumer should always be informed about the content of the product they consume in his daily diet, by using
different means of advertising to promote this type of product.
Finally, respondents concluded in relation to the importance of the Mexican government should generate laws to
regulate the labeling of transgenic products, was observed that 82.90% agree that the Mexican government
should legislate a legal framework to regulate the labeling of products made with GMOs, in such a way that the
final consumer can made its decision on whether or not to buy the products with GMO that consumes daily.
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